Characterization of discontinuous yielding phenomenon in isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy
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Abstract: The discontinuous yielding phenomenon (DYP) during high temperature deformation was investigated based on the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy. The DYP of TC8 titanium alloy was characterized by quantifying the yield drop of the DYP (ΔσUL) and ending strain of flow oscillation (εOSC), based on the flow stress-strain curves, and then the effect of deformation parameters on the ΔσUL and εOSC values was analyzed. The results show that the ΔσUL and εOSC values increase with the increase of strain rate. The effect of deformation temperature on the ΔσUL value depends on the strain rate. Finally, the transmission electron microscope (TEM) observation shows the evidence for the dynamic theory, which ascribes the DYP to the generation of mobile dislocation. Meanwhile, the optical microscope (OM) observation shows that both the primary α grain and β grain become smaller with the increase of strain, which well interprets the effect of deformation parameters on the ΔσUL and εOSC values.
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1 Introduction

Titanium alloys have been widely used in the aeronautical industries due to their low density, high strength, high toughness and good high-temperature properties [1–3]. However, titanium alloys are not easy to be deformed at high temperatures because the resistance of deformation is sensitive to temperature, which results in the narrow temperature range of hot deformation. Flow stress represents the deformation resistance and reflects the microstructure evolution in the deformation process. Many investigators [4–8] studied the flow stress behavior to optimize the deformation parameters and control the microstructure of titanium alloys.

It is worth noting that the flow stress had a dramatic drop after the peak value under some deformation conditions, which is named as discontinuous yielding phenomenon (DYP) [9–12]. Generally, the DYP reflects the characterization of flow behavior and microstructure evolution in the initial deformation period, and arouses many investigations which focus on the understanding of the deformation mechanism and processing of titanium alloys. LI et al [9] studied the flow stress behavior in the isothermal compression of Ti–3Al–5V–5Mo alloy, and found that the DYP occurred at the deformation temperatures above 700 °C and strain rates above 15 s⁻¹. BALASUBRAHMANYAM and PRASAD [10] studied the deformation behavior of beta titanium alloy Ti–10V–4.5Fe–1.5Al in hot upset forging, and found that the DYP occurred at the deformation temperatures above 850 °C and strain rates above 10 s⁻¹. ZHU et al [11] studied the hot deformation behavior during hot compression of Ti40 titanium alloy and pointed out that the magnitude of DYP increased with the increase of deformation temperature and strain rate. JIA et al [12] studied the high-temperature deformation behavior of Ti60 titanium alloy and pointed out that the DYP was observed for all deformation tests performed at temperatures above 990 °C and strain rates of 0.01–10 s⁻¹. It can be seen from these investigations [9–12] that the DYP occurred at the high strain rate and high deformation temperature. Based on the microstructure observation, PHILIPPART and RACK [13] found that the new mobile dislocation was generated at the grain boundary, providing clear support for the dynamic theory. The dynamic theory ascribes the DYP to the generation
of new mobile dislocation which arouses a dramatic yield drop [14,15]. The dynamic theory is accepted widely for the DYP in the titanium alloy [11,12]. However, the DYP is not characterized well, and the effect of strain rate and temperature on the DYP is not interpreted well.

In the recent research works, WANG and LI [16] studied the flow behavior in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy (corresponding to Russia titanium alloy BT8), and found the apparent DYP which was not discussed in Ref. [16]. Compared with Ref. [16], the deformation temperature range and height reduction range for the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy were widened. After the isothermal compression, the DYP occurring in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy firstly was characterized, and then the effects of strain rate and temperature on the DYP were studied in detail. Finally, the evolution and generation mechanism of DYP were discussed with the help of the microstructure examination of TC8 titanium alloy.

2 Experimental

The TC8 titanium alloy used in this work was received in the form of a rod with a diameter of 25 mm and with the chemical composition (mass fraction) of 6.5% Al, 3.3% Mo, 0.3% Si, 0.06% Fe, 0.01% C, 0.002% H, 0.075% O, 0.005% N, and a balance of Ti [16,17]. Cylindrical specimens with 8.0 mm in diameter and 12.0 mm in height were machined from the TC8 titanium alloy rod, and the axial direction of specimen was parallel to that of as-received rod. The cylindrical specimens were isothermally compressed on a Gleeble 3500 thermal simulator. The compressed parameters are listed in Table 1. Before isothermal compression, the specimens were heated to the compressed temperature and held for 3 min to ensure a uniform temperature in the specimens. After compression, the specimens were cooled in wind to room temperature. Meanwhile, a specimen was only heated to 940 °C and held for 3 min followed by cooling in wind to compare the difference in the microstructure between the compressed and uncompressed TC8 titanium alloys.

Following isothermal compression, the specimens were sectioned along the compression axis and prepared for microstructure examination using standard techniques. For the optical microscope (OM) examination, the sectioned specimen was prepared following standard grinding/polishing procedures and etched in a solution of 5% HF, 15% HNO3 and 80% H2O (volume fraction). For the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) examination, the sectioned specimen was ground to 60–80 μm in thickness followed by twin-jet electropolishing. An OLYMPUS GX71 OM and a Tecnai F30 G2 TEM were used to examine the microstructure.

3 Results

3.1 Characterization of DYP

The typical flow stress–strain curves in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy are shown in Fig. 1, which shows that the DYP occurs under some deformation conditions, as listed in Table 2. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of DYP in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy. As shown in Fig. 2, at the initial strain, the flow stress increases rapidly to the upper yield stress point (σUL), and then the flow stress drops rapidly to the lower yield stress point (σLY) with the increase of strain. Meanwhile, a flow oscillation follows the DYP. The yield drop is defined as ΔσLY=σLY−σUL, and the ending strain of the flow oscillation is defined as εOSC. The values of εOSC, σLY, σUL and ΔσLY in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy are listed in Table 2.

3.2 Evolution of DYP

Figures 3 and 4 show the evolution of ΔσUL and εOSC values with the variation of deformation temperature and strain rate in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy. The effects of deformation temperature and strain rate on the ΔσUL and εOSC values can be drawn as follows.

1) The DYP occurs only at high deformation temperatures or high strain rates. It can be seen from Table 2 and Fig. 3 that, the DYP exhibits remarkably as the strain rate increases to 30 s⁻¹, while it occurs only as the deformation temperature increases to 980 °C at a strain rate of 10 s⁻¹.

2) The ΔσUL value increases remarkably with the increase of strain rate at deformation temperatures above 820 °C. As shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3, when the strain rate increases from 10 to 30 and 50 s⁻¹, the ΔσUL values increase from 14.46 MPa to 122.40 MPa and 184.70 MPa respectively at the deformation temperature of 980 °C.

3) The deformation temperature significantly affects the ΔσUL value, and the effect of deformation temperature on the ΔσUL value depends on the strain rate. It can be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deformation temperature/°C</th>
<th>Strain rate/s⁻¹</th>
<th>Height reduction/%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>820, 860, 900, 940, 980, 1030</td>
<td>10, 30, 50</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>940</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10, 20, 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1 Flow stress–strain curves in isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy at different strain rates: (a) 10 s⁻¹; (b) 30 s⁻¹; (c) 50 s⁻¹.

seen from Table 2 and Fig. 3 that the $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ value increases slightly with the increase of deformation temperature at a strain rate of 10 s⁻¹. At a strain rate of 30 s⁻¹, the $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ value decreases slightly as the deformation temperature increases from 820 to 940 °C, and then increases remarkably as the deformation temperature increases from 940 to 980 °C, and finally decreases slightly as the deformation temperature increases from 980 to 1030 °C. At a strain rate of 50 s⁻¹, the $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ value increases remarkably as the deformation temperature increases from 820 to 980 °C, and then decreases slightly as the deformation temperature increases from 980 to 1030 °C.

Table 2 Values of $\varepsilon_{OSC}$, $\sigma_{UY}$, $\sigma_{LY}$ and $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ in isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain rate/s⁻¹</th>
<th>Temperature/°C</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_{OSC}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{UY}$/MPa</th>
<th>$\sigma_{LY}$/MPa</th>
<th>$\Delta \sigma_{UL}$/MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>114.20</td>
<td>101.94</td>
<td>12.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>105.48</td>
<td>91.02</td>
<td>14.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>507.15</td>
<td>437.60</td>
<td>69.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>860</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>387.47</td>
<td>330.71</td>
<td>56.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>325.70</td>
<td>276.86</td>
<td>58.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>940</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>296.19</td>
<td>245.34</td>
<td>50.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>980</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>226.62</td>
<td>104.22</td>
<td>122.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>171.36</td>
<td>59.85</td>
<td>111.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>538.39</td>
<td>469.85</td>
<td>68.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>860</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>491.39</td>
<td>387.85</td>
<td>103.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>457.99</td>
<td>320.90</td>
<td>137.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>940</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>383.89</td>
<td>211.48</td>
<td>172.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>980</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>278.72</td>
<td>94.02</td>
<td>184.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>198.03</td>
<td>47.58</td>
<td>150.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of DYP in isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy at deformation temperature of 980 °C and strain rate of 50 s⁻¹.

Fig. 3 Illustration of $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ values of DYP in isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy.
decreases remarkably as the deformation temperature increases from 980 to 1030 °C. It can be seen from the above analysis that the effect of deformation temperature on the $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ value at a strain rate of 30 s$^{-1}$ is different with that at 50 s$^{-1}$, but the $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ values for the two strain rates attain the maximum at the same deformation temperature of 980 °C.

4) The $\varepsilon_{OSC}$ value increases remarkably with the increase of strain rate. It can be seen from Table 2 and Fig. 4 that, as the strain rate increases from 10 to 30 and 50 s$^{-1}$, the $\varepsilon_{OSC}$ value increases from 0.035 to 0.208 and 0.425 respectively at the deformation temperature of 980 °C. However, the $\varepsilon_{OSC}$ value varies slightly with the variation of deformation temperature.

4 Discussion

At the initial strain in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy, the rapid generation and tangling of dislocation make the flow stress increase rapidly to the $\sigma_{UY}$ value. The dynamic theory suggests that the flow stress decreases rapidly to the $\sigma_{UY}$ value due to the generation of new mobile dislocation at the grain boundaries. The TEM observation, as shown in Fig. 5, shows that a lot of new mobile dislocations are generated at the grain boundaries at a height reduction of 20%. This phenomenon indicates the possibility of the generation of mobile dislocation at the grain boundaries as the $\sigma_{UY}$ value is attained, so it provides the indirect evidence for the dynamic theory, which agrees well with the previous investigation [13]. The generation of new mobile dislocation at the grain boundary requires the high stress concentration generated by the piling up of a large amount of dislocation at the grain boundary, and the high thermal activation generated by the high deformation temperature. This is the essential reason why the DYP occurs only at high deformation temperatures or high strain rates.

Fig. 5 TEM image showing generation of mobile dislocation at grain boundary in TC8 titanium alloy isothermally compressed at deformation temperature of 940 °C, strain rate of 30 s$^{-1}$ and height reduction of 20%

As mentioned in Ref. [16], the increase of strain rate will induce the increase of dislocation density, which subsequently strengthens the stress concentration and promotes the generation of new mobile dislocations to make the stress decrease largely, i.e., make the $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ value increase largely; whereas the increase of deformation temperature will induce the two results. Firstly, the increase of deformation temperature will provide the higher thermal activation to promote the generation of new mobile dislocations. Secondly, the increase of deformation temperature will make the dislocation decrease [16], and then weaken the stress concentration to restrain the generation of new mobile dislocations. Therefore, the effects of deformation temperature and strain rate on the $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ values depend on each other.

At higher deformation temperatures of 860–1030 °C, the increase of strain rate from 30 to 50 s$^{-1}$ makes the increase of dislocation density and stress concentration, and then promotes the generation of new mobile dislocations and makes $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ value increase. While the increase of dislocation density and stress concentration cannot promote the generation of new mobile dislocations due to the low thermal activation at lower deformation temperature (820 °C), so, the $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ value varies slightly with the increase of strain rate at 820 °C.

At a higher strain rate of 50 s$^{-1}$, the high dislocation density induces the high stress concentration, so, the increase of deformation temperature plays a main role in enhancing the thermal activation to promote the generation of new mobile dislocation. Therefore, the $\Delta \sigma_{UL}$ value increases gradually as the deformation temperature increases from 820 to 980 °C at a strain rate.
of 50 s\(^{-1}\); whereas the dislocation density will decrease as the strain rate decreases from 50 to 30 s\(^{-1}\), making the increase of deformation temperature which plays a main role in weakening the stress concentration to restrain the generation of new mobile dislocations. So, the \(\Delta\sigma_{UL}\) value decreases gradually as the deformation temperature increases from 820 to 940 °C at 30 s\(^{-1}\). However, the \(\beta\) phase content increases sharply as the deformation temperature increases from 940 to 980 °C [16]. The body-centered cubic (BCC) \(\beta\) phase has more operative slip systems than hexagonal close-packed (HCP) \(\alpha\) phase, so, more dislocations are generated to enhance the stress concentration, inducing the increase of \(\Delta\sigma_{UL}\) value as the deformation temperature increases from 820 to 940 °C at a strain rate of 30 s\(^{-1}\). As the deformation temperature increases from 980 to 1030 °C, the primary \(\alpha\) phase totally transforms to \(\beta\) phase, so, the vanishing of the stress concentration on the \(\alpha-\beta\) interphase boundary will make the \(\Delta\sigma_{UL}\) value decrease at the strain rates of 30 and 50 s\(^{-1}\).

After the period of DYP, the new mobile dislocation will multiply and accumulate to induce the increase of stress, and then new mobile dislocations are generated again, making a flow oscillation. As seen from Fig. 6, due to the dynamic recrystallization of primary \(\alpha\) phase and \(\beta\) phase, both the primary \(\alpha\) grain and \(\beta\) grain become smaller with the increase of strain in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy. The decrease of grain size will weaken the stress concentration at the grain boundary, resulting in that the stress concentration is not high enough to generate the new mobile dislocations, so, the increase of strain leads to the disappearance of flow oscillation. The increase of strain rate will enhance the stress concentration and promote the generation of new mobile dislocations in the flow oscillation period, and then prolong the flow oscillation period, i.e., make the \(\varepsilon_{OSC}\) value increase. As the stress concentration decreases to a critical magnitude, the increase of deformation temperature cannot promote the generation of mobile dislocations, so, the \(\varepsilon_{OSC}\) value varies slightly with the increase of deformation temperature.

### 5 Conclusions

1) The DYP is characterized by the values of \(\varepsilon_{OSC}\), \(\sigma_{UY}\), \(\sigma_{LY}\) and \(\Delta\sigma_{UL}\) in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy. The effects of deformation temperature and strain rate on the DYP were studied. Based on the dynamic theory and microstructure examination, the generation mechanism of DYP was interpreted well.

2) Due to the generation of new mobile dislocations at the grain boundary, the DYP occurs at the strain rates above 10 s\(^{-1}\) or the deformation temperatures above 940 °C in the isothermal compression of TC8 titanium alloy.

3) The \(\Delta\sigma_{UL}\) value increases with the increase of strain rate because the increase of strain rate promotes the generation of new mobile dislocations.

4) The \(\Delta\sigma_{UL}\) value varies at different strain rates

---

Fig. 6 OM images of TC8 titanium alloy: (a) Uncompressed specimen only heated to 940 °C and held for 3 min; (b–d) Compressed specimen at deformation temperature of 940 °C, strain rate of 50 s\(^{-1}\) and height reductions of 10%, 20% and 30%, respectively
with the increase of deformation temperature. The effect of deformation temperature and strain rate on the $\Delta\sigma_{UL}$ value depends on each other.

5) The increase of strain leads to the disappearance of flow oscillation. The $\varepsilon_{OSC}$ value increases with the increase of strain rate, and varies slightly with the increase of deformation temperature.
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TC8 钛合金等温压缩变形过程中的不连续屈服特征
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摘 要：基于 TC8 钛合金的等温压缩实验，对其高温变形过程中的不连续屈服现象(DYP)进行研究。首先引入上、下屈服点差值($\Delta\sigma_{UL}$)和应力振荡结束时的应变($\varepsilon_{OSC}$)两个参数，根据应力-应变曲线，对 TC8 钛合金的不连续行为进行数值表征；然后，分析变形工艺参数对$\Delta\sigma_{UL}$值和 $\varepsilon_{OSC}$值的影响。结果表明：$\Delta\sigma_{UL}$ 值和 $\varepsilon_{OSC}$值随着应变速率的增大而增大；在不同的应变速率下，变形温度对$\Delta\sigma_{UL}$值的影响不同，最后，透射电子显微镜(TEM)观察结果为不连续屈服行为的动态理论提供了证据，不连续屈服行为归因于晶界产生的移动位错。同时，光学显微镜(OM)观察结果表明，初生 $\alpha$ 相和 $\beta$ 相的晶粒尺寸随应变速率的增大而减小，从而揭示了变形工艺参数对$\Delta\sigma_{UL}$ 和 $\varepsilon_{OSC}$ 值的影响机制。
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